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   *Listening- Search and  enjoy the movie “Heroes of the City” from Google. 
*Speaking and Reading Skill : Read any book of your choice and make a video 
explaining what you learnt from that book. 
*Writing - Write a paragraph on the topic “My Favourite City”  and stick 
pictures of important  monuments/buildings  in that city.  

*Vocabulary – Pick out the new words from L-1 and Poem- „Where go The 

Boats?  

Draw “My Garden of New Words” in  the Note Book.(any 15) 

gathered stump 

swing sighed 









                            

                                

History of your city: Language spoken, when was it 

formed, who ruled it? 

 

Art and Craft: Study about the famous art and craft of your 

city.  

 

Heritage spots : Identify the various Heritage Spots in your 

city. Collect pictures of the various Heritage spots and make 

a collage of it . 

 

Wildlife sanctuaries : Explore some of the wildlife 

sanctuaries near  your city  which one must visit to enjoy a 

great time away from the hustle bustle amid the greenery and 

wildlife. 

 

 Make a poster on wildlife conservation . (A 4 size sheet) 

 

       



                        

                                

 

Cuisine : Allow yourself to explore the kitchen, 

grab the chopping board and unleash the chef in 

you who is promoting the regional cuisine of your 

city. 

Do as instructed- 

1.Choose any one vegetarian dish from your state. 

2. Search for its recipe. 

3.Collect all the ingredients and under the 

supervision of an elder family member, cook the 

dish. 

4. Make a video of your experiential learning.   

5.Keep giving instructions and entertain your 

viewers like a professional chef . 

6.You can do the recording of smaller parts and 

later on edit in one video via video making apps. 

       





DO THESE EXCERSICES EVERYDAY. 
STAY FIT SATY HEALTHY. 



MUSIC 
Listen & learn the song: 
 MILE SUR MERA TUMHARA 
Learn the PRAYERS, PLEDGE, AWES SONG & 
 NATIONAL ANTHEM. 
 

DANCE 
Learn the FOLK DANCE of your state. 





Courtesy: Google, You Tube 


